Bescot Promotions
Market Office
Banks Stadium
Bescot Crescent
Walsall WS1 4SA

MARKET RULES & REGULATIONS
Petrol Generators: (Outdoor markets) In accordance with fire regulations generators must be prefilled with petrol. The filling of generators within the trading area or car park, during trading hours is
strictly prohibited. Petrol cannot be stored in vans or on stalls. If you are using a generator you

must carry a suitable fire extinguisher.
LPG Gas: Traders must arrive with full and connected LPG gas cylinders. Bottles cannot be changed
within the trading area or car park. If using gas you must carry a fire blanket & suitable

extinguisher.
Fire exits and points: You must not obstruct these areas either with goods or vehicles.
Trader Vehicles: Where appropriate, additional vewhicles, besides cans behind stalls, must be
parked in the car park.
Music & microphones: Music is welcome at a reasonable volume on most outdoor markets, but
please check with the operations manager first. Microphones can be used on some markets by prior
arrangement.
Children: For safety reasons traders' children are prohibited from car parking areas/lifts and
associated buildings.
Signs: Traders must not display signs outside of their own stall/unit areas. Traders signs are not
allowed in common areas. Traders are expected to display signs of good quality on their own stalls.
Refuse: Refuse must be controlled during the day, and stall areas cleared at the end of the day.
Clear bin bags are provided and should be filled, tied and left on the stalkl or pitch for the refuse
collectors.
Insurance: Traders must have full public liability insurance and will be required to provide initial
proof of cover and their policy number. Insurance cover must be kept up to date and is checked
annually. Traders must secure their own stalls in windy conditions. Bescot Promotions are indemnified
against all actions, claims, loss, damage, expense or liability caused either directly or indirectly by the
use of the said pitch.
Rent: Traders must always have the rent to hand, in cash, when called for by the rent collector. On
some markets rent can be paid by credit or debit card at the customer service desk. Cheques are not
acceptable for payment of rent at anytime. Traders must always bring the rent with them.
 Bad Weather : If the market is cancelled/abandoned due to weather conditions, rent for the
day is still payable but may be discounted at the Managers discretion.
Trading Hours: Bescot Promotions market trading times must be strictly adhered to. Goods must
not be removed nor stalls broken down before the official closing time stated on the market
information sheet.
Alleyways: No goods are allowed in the public alleyways, and traders must set up to their marked
lines only.
Prohibited Goods: Counterfeit goods, drug related/occult/obscene publications/firearms and
weaponry are strictly prohibited from all Bescot Promotions markets.

